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of greeting cards or souvenir store

chotchkes,

Koons' larger than life sculptures at first

seem familiar. and our initial impulse is to laugh. Almost immediately, however, our
laughter is stifled because somehow. in enlarging these images, a highly distressing ele
ment of psychotic reality has emerged from them. What seemed cute and reassuring
on a small scale becomes threatening when encountered larger than life, and the content
of the work often takes on the feel of an ether dream or a nightmare. In String of Puppies,
an enormous, smiling man (who looks, probably by accident. remarkably like Willem
de Koening) and his equally enormous, androgenous mate hold up eight blue puppies,
squeezed into each other as if they were a giant accordion. The couple look quite mad,
and the madness is everywhere. not simply in their faces and their actions, but in the
absurd daisies in their hair, the unreal. cartoon-bright colors of their flesh and clothing,
and the impossible bright blue puppies which seem especially hallucinatory.
In Michael Jackson

and Bubbles,

perhaps his finest work to date, Koons chose to

represent an actual person as if he were a gilded statuette The work has for its subtext
the period of almost a year in 1984 when Michael Jackson's video image reached a kind
of apotheosis as an alluring, androgenously unreal persona that captured the imagination
of the world to a degree that surpassed any previous performer or celebrity. Jackson's
image was everywhere: on records, videos, commercials, newspapers, magazines, cloth
ing, jewelry, etc. Yet Jackson himself was reclusive and, in rare appearances outside of
his video roles, uncommunicative. There was no real Michael Jackson, despite his con
stantly repeated image. as whatever existence he may have had was subsumed into, and
consumed by, the enormous spectacle of his celebrity.
In a brilliant series of ironies. Koons chose to reverse the process of Jackson's dis
appearance into his own fame by making him hyper-real: three-dimensional, hard, and
larger than life. By showing Jackson as a giant gilded statuette, Koons incorporated into
the work a visual material indicative of Jackson's apotheosis, yet at the same time the
likeness is perfect. The sculpture really looks like Michael Jackson, and, most distressingly
of all. it shares with all successful likenesses, especially those in three dimensions, the
sense that it actually is the person. Koons' sculpture of Michael Jackson seems to be
inhabited by its subject. Reclining with his chimpanzee in a pose very similar to that of
a well-known Etruscan funerary sculpture of a man and his wife, Michael Jackson seems
real but trapped, frozen forever into a piece of kitsch.
Karen Sylvester's current work uses the "truth" of photography to disturb and dis
orient us. Unti I recently she painted enlarged photographs of ordinary people in brownish
colors and gave them granular surfaces surprisingly similar to Georg Herold's caviar
paintings. The images look distressed, as if they had been rescued from a fire a moment
before they were to perish. Now Sylvester photographs real people in front of a backdrop
made of another painted photograph so as to make us uncertain which is the "real" image.
Since both elements are altered with similar: highly artificial tones, it is not always easy
to discern which one is real. In fact. we are forced to conclude that artifice and reality
are one and the same, thus calling the meaning of both Sylvester's work and our own
view of reality into question. Because the images are quite aggressive and confronta
tional, we respond with considerable anxiety as the ground seems to shift under our feet.
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Like Zalopany and Koons,

Thomas Ruff also

utilizes enormous enlargements of

scale to provoke disorientation. His portraits are typically of his friends. dressed and
photographed in the most ordinary clothes and with deadpan, unexceptional facial
expressions Blown up to many times larger than life and seen against a uniformly white
background. Ruff's friends at first seem to be the subjects of satire. since every mole or
facial blemish takes on a monumental scale. A curious thing happens. however. as we
look steadily at the faces. Although

there is an

element of absurdity about them not

entirely unlike the work of Andy Warhol. in. for example. his Thirteen Most Wanted Men
serie s of

1964. the faces in Ruff's phot ographs come in the end to seem mea ni ng ful ly

human and vulnerable, largely due to the apparent

artlessness of their represent ation

With monumental ordinariness and imperfections,

they

as we are given a rare
as they actually

.

take on a

beauty of their own,

chance to study in larger-than-life size the faces of human beings

are. Ordinarily, at such a scale we see only the faces of actors and models.

but Petra L appa t and Frank Terhardt are ordinary. imperfect peo ple , unreconstructed
by make up ar tis ts and hair stylists. They are, as it were,

undefended. and their portraits

take on the poignance of their own real existence.
If Ruff ha s adopted aspects of his work from

ano ther ad ve r tising

billboards, Alfredo jaar has m ade

medium. illuminated transparencies. serve very

different ends.

Coyote! is an image of almost unbearable intensity and beauty whose meaning reveals

itself only slowly. A crowd of Latin American men seems to have been photographed as
they

watch an event to the left of the picture frame. perhaps a political speech in a town

square. Slowly. however. it dawns on the viewer that there are no old people. women.
or children in the photograph. but only men of working age and clearly limited means;
that the work's title probably refers to the coyote's habit of coming out at night to search
for food: and finally. that the men in the photograph are illegal immigrants to the United
States who have been c au gh t by

federal agents as they attempted to cross the border at

n i ght . Althou gh the men who have turned their faces toward the camera were probably

only reacting to the photographer's lights. they

We.

seem to look direc tly

out at the viewer.

in turn. respond to their concentrated gaze by making the natural co mparison of

their desperate sit u at ion. rounded up as they are like cat tl e b ecause they have a ttempte d
to find work, with our own comfortable position. standing in a museum or art gallery
or

the house of an art coll ector.
What jaar has done is to make political art of the highest order. where the reality of

human

need results in loss of liber ty

.

in real life, right before our

powerfully. ha rrow ingly real. made all the more

of the color transparency lit from behind, and

so by

it is

eyes. The situation is

the extraordinary

verisimilitude

presented as a complex fact. not a

political slogan. We receive it with an almost revelatory force precisely because we, as
consumers of images packaged in this way by advertising. are accustomed to seeing in
this particular medium only the m ost strikingly seductive and reassuring images. like the
huge Kodak ads in Grand Central Station in New York.
The process of renewal in art 1s often based on extending its boundaries to incl ude
the real and even the everyday. Gustave Courbet. for example. moved away from the
febrile and etiolated world of late romanticism to depict the lives of actual people. Some-
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thing similar has taken place in the art of Robert Gober. Though exquisitely aware of the

mise en scene of minimalism, Gober has chosen to fabricate with great care and precision
such objects as playpens, bags of cat litter. wedding dresses,

and sheets of plywood. His

sinks are made not of porcelain-covered metal but of plaste r. wood, wire lath, and semi
gloss enamel, and they conspicuously lack at least one essential

element, usually a drain.

Often their form is devi ant as well, sometimes exaggerated. sometimes altered in absurd
and troubling, though at first sight ordinary,

ways. Although they have the refined pro

portions and near abstract beauty of modernist

sculptures, they forcibly allude to the

functions of the bathroom. Gober focuses on the apparatus

of what is perhaps the most

universal and uniform experie nce in western society, and by displacing its context and
distor ting its form turns it into a powerful presence. In doing this, of course, he brings
out into the open the private world of personal hygiene and alI its attendant associations,
guilts,

and repressions. Curiously,

and our awareness of

the r esu lt is normative and not essentially perverse,

our own, whole selves is increased, just as it is when we see a

Greek kouros or a Renaissance Madonna.

What to conclude from all this

is somewhat problematical. Certain attitudes and

concerns can be said.to be shared by some

of the artists whose work is included here. A

number of them project what m ight be termed an elegiac mood; some artists appear to
be mourning the death of

yet others seem to

painting, others the doubtful prognosis of art in general,

and

q u estio n whether high culture itself can continue. This cultural

pessimism , however;

is almost always expressed in work that is witty and subversive. and

sometimes even outrageous.

Many of these artists share a concern with contemporary

image ma ki ng, selecting material from popular culture and
-

pr esenting it in such a way

as to give it a nightmarish edge, thus implying their dismay at the quality of contempo
rary personal life and questioning the health of modern American and European society.

Others express these concerns

more directly, often

fellow artists depict as th reaten ed. To speculate
may turn out to be the directions of art
the artists included here
a particular

in the 1990s would be presumptuous. After all.

were not selected because the ir

work somehow exemplified

d irectio n in art or because showing the work together with others would

make or clarify a particular point. They were chosen,
quality of

evoking the humane values their

further at this point in time about what

rather, on the basis of the perceived

their work, and the goal of the exhibition itself has simply been to make avail

able in San Francisco a repres enta tive sampling of what seems to be the mos t interesting
new art to

emerge over the last few years.

No doubt. looked at as cultural artifacts,

the

wor ks included here could be said to demonstrate certain problems or trends in contem
porary life. Such determinations,

the fact.

and perhaps

however. are always more successful a few years after

it is enough for now s im ply to present

the work and

let

it speak

for itself.
john

Caldwell

Curator of Pointing and Sculpture
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NAYLANO BLAKE

Born in New York. 1960
Lives and works in San Francisco
Illustrated:
Device for the Enhancement of

Artifice, 1989

mixed media (stainless steel, sponge.
flourescent light box. silk. glass. and
aluminum)
18x96x 12 in. (45.7 x 243.8x30.S cm)
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
Purchase
Untitled. 1990
polystyrene and woolen blankets
on wall
65'/2x 131x12 in
(1664x3327 x 30.S cm)
Courtesy of t he artist
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JIM

COLARUSSO

Born 1n N ew Rochelle. New York.
195/
Lives and works in New York
Illustrated

Untitled (Johns). 1988
Stdinless steel. photo emulsion.
wood. and masonite
48 x 48 x 2Y. 1n ('21 9 x 1219 x 70cm)
Collection o f Dom and
Don Fisher. San Francisco
Unt1!1ed(Pollock). 1988
stainless steel. photo emulsion.
wood. and masonite
48 x 48 x 2¥.. in. (121.9 x 121.9 x70 cm)
Collection of Pia Davis. New York
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TIM

EBNER

Born in Dayton. Ohio. 1953
Lives and works in Los Angeles
Illustrated:
Untitled. 1989

vacu-formed acrylic

92 in. diameter (233.7 cm di ameter)
Collection of Byron R. Meyer.

San Francisco
Untitled. 1989
vacu-formed acrylic
92 in diameter (233.7 cm d iam eter)
Courtesy Wolff Gallery. New York.
and Richard Kuhlenschmidt Gallery.
Santa Monica
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GUNTHER F0RG

Born in Fossen. Federal Repu blic
of Germany, 1952
Lives and works in Cologne and
Munich
I llu stra ted :
Bleibild 129/88
(Lead Picture 129/88), 1988

acrylic on lead on wood
94'h x 62\'e

in. (240 0 x 164 8 cm)

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
Purchase
Naples. 1987
photograph
111 x 51¥s

in. (281.9 x 129.5 cm)

Collection of Doris and

Don Fisher. San Francisco
Villa Wittgenstein. Wein, 1987
photograph
111 x 51 in. (281.9 x 129.5 cm)
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
Gift of Ernie and Lynn Mieger

Untitled, 1989
acrylic on Canson Paper
102% x SBY., in. (260.0 x 148.0 cm)
Collection of Mimi and Peter Haas,
San Francisco
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KATHARINA FRITSCH
Born in Essen. Federal Republic
of Germany. 1956
Lives and works in Dosseldorf

Illustrated:
Ghost and Pool of Blood, 1988
polyester
783/4 x 23Y2 in. and 21 x 82\12 in.
(200.0x 59.7 cm and 53.3 x 209.6 cm)
Collection of Frances and John Bowes.
San Fra nc isco
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ROBERT GOBER
Born in Wallingford,
Connecticut. 1954
Lives and works in New York

Illustrated:
Unt10ed Pair ofSinks. 1985
plaster. wore lath wood. and sem1g1oss enamel ;>amt
30 x 34 x 27 on. and 27 x 34 x 27 1n
(76 2 x 86 4 x 68 6 cm and
68.6 x 86 4 x 68 6 cm)
Collernon of Mr and Mrs Melvyn
J Frnin, Washington. D.C.
The Sink Inside o(Me, 1985

plaster wire lath. wood. ste el. and
semi-gloss ename pa int
52x84x301n (132 lx213.4x762cm)
Collecti on of Mr and Mrs Melvyn
J Estrin. Washington. D C
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GEORG HEROLD

Born in Jena. German Demo cratic

Republic. 1947
Lives and works in Cologne
Illustrated:

Untitled. 1989
Beluga caviar and lacquer on canvas
118'/a x 82l/4 in (300 x 210 cm)
Collection o( Pat and Bill Wilson.
San Francisco
The Bow, 1989
bricks on linen

96x48x9l/4 in.
(2438x 121.9x248cm)
Collection of Byron R. Meyer.
San Francisco
Untitled. 1989
Beluga caviar and lacquer on canvas
67 x 43 in. (170.2 x109 2 cm)
Collection of Frances and john Bowes.
San Francisco
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ALFREDO JAAR

Born on Santiago. Chile. 1956
Lives and works in New York
111ustrated
Coyote!. I 98B
transparency on light box
IB x 96 x 6 in. (45.7 x 243.8 x 15.2 cm)
Courtesy Diane Brown Gallery,
New York
Green Light. 1989
transparency on light box
20Yi x 20Y2 x SY. on.

(52.1x52.1x 13.3cm)
Private collection. San Francisco
While Gloves. 1989
transparency in light box
20Y2 x 20Y2 x SY., in.
(52.1 x 52 .1 x 13.3 cm)
Collection of Pat and Bill Wilson.
San Francisco
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JEFF KOONS

Born 1n York, Pennsylvania. 1955
Lives and works in New York
Illustrated:

Michael Jackson and Bubbles. 1988
porcelain
42 x 70Yi x 32Yi 1n.
(106 7 x 179.t x 82 6 cm)
Colleclton of the artist. courtesy
Sonnabend Gallery. New York
Smng o(Puppies. 1988
polychromed wood
42 x 62 x 37 in. (106.7 x 157.S x 94.0 cm)
Collection of Byron R. Meyer.
San Francisco
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CADY NOLAND
Born in Washington.

O.C.. 1956

Loves and works in New York
Illustrated:

S1oc�ode. 1987-88
metal with plastic payroll sheets
46 x 121 x 30 in.
(116 8 x 3073 x 76 2 cm)
Courtesy Luhring Augustine Hetzler
Santa Monica
Croce o(Beer. 1989
mixed media (crate with beer cans)

ISx ll x l2\i2on (38. 1 x27.9x31.8cm)

Collection of Roland and

Kathleen Augustine
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THOMAS RUFF
Born in Zell. Federal Republic of
Germany. 1958
Lives and works in Dosseldor'
Illustrated
Portrait. Petra Loppot. 1988
Type C print
83 x 65 in. (210.8 x 165.1 cm)
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
Gift of Anthony Meier
Portrolf Fronk Terhord1. 1988
Type C print
83 x 65 in. (210 8 x 165.1 cm)
jederman Collection N. A.
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KAREN SYLVESTER

Born in Milwaukee. 1957
Lives and works in New York
llluslratcd:
Unlitled. 1990
photo emulsion and oil on canvas
68 x 46 1n (172.7 x 116.8 cm)
Courtesy 303 Gallery. New York
Untitled. 1989
photo emulsion and oil on canvas
68 x 46 1n (172.7 x 116.8 cm)
Collection or Alan Power
Santa Monica
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CHRISTOPHER WOOL

Born in Chicago, 1955
Lives and works in New York
Illustrated:
Untitled. 1989
alkyd and acrylic on aluminum
96 x 64 in. (243.8 x 162.6 cm)
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
Purchase
Untitled, 1986
alkyd on aluminum and steel
72 x 48 in. (182.9 x 121.9 cm)
Collection of Pat and Bill Wilson.
San Francisco
Untitled. 1989
alkyd and acrylic on aluminum
90 x 60 in. (228.6 x 152.4 cm)
Private collection. San Francisco
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MICHELE ZALOPANY

Born in Detroit. 1955
Lives and works in New York
Illustrated:
The Bedroom. 1987
charcoal on paper on canvas
83Ys x 199\.(1 in. (211.1 x 506.1 cm)
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,
Margaret K. Walker Memorial Fund
Purchase
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Photography·

Ben Blackwell pp. 9. 10. 16. 21. and 22
James Franklin. Photography. Los Angeles p. 11
Courtesy The Carnegie Museum of Art p. 13
Tom van Eynde: p 14
Courtesy Sonnabend Gallery. New York: p. 17
Courtesy John Gibson Gallery. New York: p. 18
Courtesy 303 Gallery, New York: p. 20

